CHAPTER VIII

The Nature and Manners of Vedadhyayana and the Fruits Resulting
from the Same

Indian tradition has always witnessed a rich culture of teaching and learning.
For centuries, Vedic knowledge used to be orally transmitted to students by their
respective teachers. The preceptors used to try their level best to ensure that their
disciples not only learn correctly recite the Vedas but also learn the best possible
knowledge of the respective Vedas .
The Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya in its fust and the final chapter deals with the
nature and manners of vedadhyayana and the fruits resulting from the same. After a
keen observation of the suggestions that a reader is expected to follow while
reading the holy-scriptures, it becomes clear that the said reader need not
necessarily be a formal student^may be a general reader who pursues his studies
following the traditional injunctions: brahmanena niskarano dharmah sadango
vedo ’dhyeyo jneyasca1.

1 .cf. sudrapatitayorasamsravam svadhyayodhyetavyah, VP. 8.29 .
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Before reciting the sacred texts of the Vedas the reader must purify
himself by rites like padasuddhi and acamana etc2. 3Here
4
it is to be noted
that after the very initiation to the sacred thread ( upanayana samskara) the
preceptor makes

his

disciple acquainted with the purificatory rites

(

saucavidhi) before teaching anything else . The duly purified person selects a
properly clean place for study. Anantabhatta is of the view that the place of
t.-LOrUlch 13

f

4

study should be an unimpaired one^ not vitiated by a sudra and the like .
After selection of the right place he should sit comfortably and begin his
studies5. Katyayana emphasized the use of a comfortable seat so that the reader
can fully concentrate in his studies and his attention is not distracted

by

anything else.
As per Siksa texts a good reader is supposed to recite the texts

in an

audible voice. There are the prescriptions for madhuram (sweetness of sound),
aksaravyakti (proper utterance with due

distinct pronunciation of words)

susvara (with proper accentuation), dhairya (steadiness) and laya (rythmitic)

2 .cf. a. prayatah, VP, 1.20.
b.sucX-na, Ibid, 8.27 .
3. cf. upamya guruh sisyam siksayecchaucamaditah\
acdramagnikaryanca sandhyopasanameva ca\ |, MS, 11-69 .
4.cf. a. sucau, VP, 1.21.
b. sucau dese, Ibid, 8.28 .
c. Anantabhasya on Ibid.
5. cf. istam,Ibid, 1.22 .
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which a good reader should follow6. 7But it is obligatory that the reader
should study the Vedic texts in such a manner that it is not within hearing
of a sudra or an outcast . In ancient times it was believed that even by hearing
the sounds of the holy texts they could attain spiritual merit which was
treated as non-desirable. Katyayana has wanted his reader to be physically fit
and mentally or intellectually sound. So he has prescribed sweet juicy food
and other eatables added with ghee as meals for a reader8. It is traditionally
believed that ghee sharpens intellect and makes a person energetic, where as
juicy food is easily digestible ones.
The time selected for studying should be an agreeable one. Katyayana says:
rtum prapya9. Both the commentators interpreted the sutra in the words:
hemantamrtum prapya ratryascaturthaprahare ’dhTyita10 Here it is to be stated
rtu doesnot necessarily mean season, rather it denotes time, a fixed time. The
fourth prahara of the night being serene and the student being fully rested can
VL

prove to be a favorable time for studying holy scriptures. This time may be
fixed by the reader for recital of the scriptures. Because that is the time when

6. cf. see a, PS, V.33 .
b, YS, V.87.
7 sudrapatitayorasamsravam svddhydyo ’dhyetavyah, VP,8.29 .
8 bhojanarh madhuram snigdham,Ibid, 1.25 .
9 Cf. Ibid, 1.23.
10 Uvatabhd§ya on Ibid.
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a person becomes fresh both physically and mentally and the surrounding
atmosphere too remains calm and quite.
It is customary that one should recite Omkara with three moras all
accented in the acute before reciting Vedic texts. Thus in the RkPratisakhya it is
said:
sa o3mitiprasvaratitrimatrah/prasvarasthane sa bhavatyudattah\u
Katyayana states that before svadhyayadhyayana one should by rule utter
the sacred syllable om. According to Katyayana one should utter om before
studying the Vedic texts and the word atha should be uttered before studying the
commentaries and the like12, omkara and the word atha are looked upon as
auspicious terms. Hence, it is customary to utter them before beginning ones
studies.

Both the words are believed to be auspicious and reverence and

utterance of Om becomes helpful in comprehending the holy texts. Thus
Kafyayana says: tarn vacamomkaram prcchamah. *1 Commenting on this sutra
Uvata says- omkaro vacah putrah, sa prstah san svadhyayadavuccaranena svam

11 RP, 15.5 ,
i

12 a. omkarah svadhyayadau, VP, 1.16.
b. omkaram vedesu, Ibid, 1.18 .
c. athakdram bhasyesu, Ibid, 1.19 .
13 Cf. omkarascdthas'abdasca dvdvetau brahmanah pura\
kantham bhitva vinirydtau tenemau mahgalavubhau\\, as quoted by Uvata
under Ibid, 1.17*
14 VP, 1.28 •
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mataramarthato

granthatasca

kathayisyati\

atah

svadhyayadau pranavah

karyah\15\t may be recalled here that importance of reciting the syllable om before
embarking on Vedic studies can be well-understood from the fact that in the
RkPratisakhya the fifteenth chapter dealing with vedddhyayana has been named
omkarapatala.
Katyayana’s statements about Vedic learning are very explicit. He does not
have much faith on mere reading rather he has emphasized on understanding
of the texts. He wants a reader to clearly understand the faults in the
pronunciation of letters or articulate sounds. He also states very carefully the
scopes of a study.

Along with his own views, he cites traditional views. He

strongly believes that to understand the Vedic texts properly one should
enrich his grammatical abilities. Because the Vedic texts mainly consists of
verbal words, words formed by primary affixes, words formed by secondary
affixes and the four kinds of compounds : timkrttaddhita catustaya samdsah
sabdamayam16. So unless the reader is familiar with all these grammatical
aspects of the Vedic language, Vedic texts cannot be thoroughly comprehended.
Ancient Indian tradition has always laid stress on proper understanding of the
senses conveyed by the Sastras and hence, has looked down upon a person who
15 Uvatabhasya on VP, 1.17 ,
Cf. tarn krttaddhitacatustayasamasarupam vedavacamomkaram prcchamah|
omkdrat vedasvarupam jarivma ityarthah\ omkaro hi vacahputrah, sah
svadhyayddavuccdritah san svafh mataramarthato gra nthatasca kathayisyatTii\
svadhyayadaupranavo vaktavya ityabhiprayah\, Anantabhasya
on Ibid.
a
a

16 Cf. VP, 127 ,
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recites a text without knowing its meaning. In the Nirukta of Yaska, it has been
said:

sthanurayam

bharaharah

yo’rtham\yo’rthajna

it

kilabhudadtittya

sakalam

jndnavidhutapapma | \yadgrhltamavijnatam

vedam

bhadramasnute
nigadenaiva sabdyate]

na

vijariati
nakameti

anagnaviva

suskaidho na tajjalati karhicit\ | . Furthermore, proper understanding the purport of
a text depends on proper knowledge of the phonetical, morphological and other
structural peculiarities of the language in which the text has been written. This fact
has always been taken into consideration by the scholars of ancient India. Hence,
the

Siksa texts and Pratisakhyaswere composed to

teach the students the

bahyalaksana of the Vedic texts. Thus, in the Taittirlya Pratisakhya, the following
observation has been madegurutvam laghuta samyam hrasvadwghaplutani ca\
lopagamavikarascaprakrtirvibramah kramah\\
»

*

svaritodattamcatvam svaso nado ’ngameva ca\
etatsarvam tu vijneyam chandobhasamadhlyata\\18
Veda is said to be the

source of all spiritual merit: vedo’khila

dharmjamulam19.Again it is the traditional belief that one can attain dharma
by

studying, teaching

and

listening to

17 cf. Nir, 1.7.
18 TP, 24.5.
Also see- Visnumitra’s Vargadvayavrtti on RP.
19 Cf. MS, n.6 ,
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the

recitation of Vedas:

vedasyddhyayanaddharmah sampradanattatha sruteh. Even knowing the Vedas
letter by letter, syllable by syllable and word by word help in earning
spiritual merit. Apart from this traditional belief Katyayana thinks that when
the Vedic scriptures become intelligible, those become conducive to salvation,
heaven, fame and longevity.21 Here it is to be noticed that the author of the
Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya uses the word jnUne and not adhite. So a mere act of
repeating the Vedic texts without understanding them is said to be fruitless.
It further says: tatha bibhaktiparijnanam, i.e. even the knowledge of structural
deviations of the Vedic texts ( knowledge of stems , roots etc.) can become
conducive to fame, heaven etc,22

VP, 8.37.
Cf. a Ibid, 8.30 .
b.paurusyam, Ibid, 8.31'.
c. svargyam, Ibid, 8.32 •
d. yasasyam, Ibid, 8.33 .
e. dyusyam, Ibid, 8.34 ,
Ibid, 8.35 -
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